Automatic kidney segmentation in CT images based on multi-atlas image registration.
Kidney segmentation is an important step for computer-aided diagnosis or treatment in urology. In this paper, we present an automatic method based on multi-atlas image registration for kidney segmentation. The method mainly relies on a two-step framework to obtain coarse-to-fine segmentation results. In the first step, down-sampled patient image is registered with a set of low-resolution atlas images. A coarse kidney segmentation result is generated to locate the left and right kidneys. In the second step, the left and right kidneys are cropped from original images and aligned with another set of high-resolution atlas images to obtain the final results respectively. Segmentation results from 14 CT angiographic (CTA) images show that our proposed method can segment the kidneys with a high accuracy. The average Dice similarity coefficient and surface-to-surface distance between segmentation results and reference standard are 0.952 and 0.913mm. Furthermore, the kidney segmentation in CT urography (CTU) and CTA images of 12 patients were performed to show the feasibility of our method in CTU images.